One-sentence summary: Multilevel selection needs to become the theoretical foundation of sociobiology, despite the widespread rejection of group selection since the 1960s. Abstract The current foundation of sociobiology is based upon the rejection of group selection in the 1960s and the acceptance thereafter of alternative theories to explain the evolution of cooperative and altruistic behaviors. These events need to be reconsidered in the light of subsequent research. Group selection has become both theoretically plausible and empirically well supported. Moreover, the so-called alternative theories include the logic of multilevel selection within their own frameworks. We review the history and conceptual basis of sociobiology to show why a new consensus regarding group selection is needed and how multilevel selection theory can provide a more solid foundation for sociobiology in the future. Darwin identified a fundamental problem with social life in the following famous passage from Descent of Man (1):
It must not be forgotten that although a high standard of morality gives but a slight or no advantage to each individual man and his children over the other men of the same tribe…yet that an increase in the number of well-endowed men and advancement in the standard of morality will certainly give an immense advantage to one tribe over another. Darwin realized that other-oriented behaviors are advantageous in competition with other groups, as surely as they are disadvantageous within groups.
These insights would seem to provide an excellent foundation for the study of social behavior, but that is not what happened in the history of sociobiology. Group selection-the evolutionary force that favors other-oriented behaviors according to Darwin's scenario-was widely rejected in the 1960s. Other theories, such as inclusive fitness theory (2, 3) , reciprocal altruism (4), evolutionary game theory (5, 6) , and selfish gene theory (7) , were developed as alternatives to group selection and became the foundation for the study of social behavior in evolutionary biology.
The rejection of group selection was based on three arguments (8) . First, theoretical models indicated that D. S. Wilson and E. O. Wilson 4 between-group selection is a weak evolutionary force compared to within-group selection. Second, the empirical evidence for group selection was speculative and could just as easily be explained in terms of within-group selection.
Third, the alternative theories seemed to provide more robust explanations of altruism and cooperation without invoking group selection.
Even though these arguments appeared compelling at the time, they began to be questioned as early as the 1970s.
Today, after four decades of research, it has become clear that the 1960s consensus was in error. Group selection is theoretically plausible, there is solid empirical evidence for it, and the alternative theories have multilevel selection embedded within their own structures. It is difficult to revisit a major decision, but that is what must be done in the case of sociobiological theory. Here we will return to basics by reviewing the simple logic of multilevel selection, why the three arguments against group selection have failed, and how Darwin's original insight can provide a more solid foundation for sociobiological research in the future.
The Logic of Multilevel Selection. During evolution by natural selection, a trait that increases the fitness of others in a group at the expense of the individual possessing the trait will decline in frequency and ultimately will go extinct. This is the fundamental problem that Darwin identified for traits associated with human D. S. Wilson and E. O. Wilson 5 morality, and it applies with equal force to altruistic behavior in other species. It is simply a fact of social life that individuals must do things for each other to function successfully as a group, and that these traits usually do not maximize relative fitness within the group.
Something more is required to explain how otheroriented traits evolve by natural selection. For Darwin that alleles across all genotypic, social, and environmental contexts, was elaborated by Williams and Richard Dawkins (7) into the "gene's eye view" of evolution, in which everything that evolves is interpreted as a form of "genetic the desktop computing revolution, complexity theory, and appreciation of such things as social control (12) and cultural transmission (13, 14) were barely on the horizon.
It therefore means something when group selection has become more plausible, according to more recent theoretical models.
All of the early models assumed that altruistic and selfish behaviors are caused directly by corresponding genes, which means that the only way for groups to vary behaviorally is for them to vary genetically. Hardly anyone regards such strict genetic determinism as biologically realistic today. And in fact it was assumed in the models primarily to simplify the mathematics. Yet, when more complex genotype-phenotype relationships are built into the models, the balance between levels of selection can be easily and dramatically altered (15) .
The early models also assumed that variation among groups is caused primarily by sampling error, which means that it declines precipitously with the number of individuals that independently colonize each group and migration among groups during their existence. This assumption must be completely revised in the light of complex systems theory. Complex physical systems such as the weather exhibit sensitive dependence on initial conditions; even tiny initial differences are magnified into larger differences by deterministic interactions. In just the same way, small initial differences among social groups caused by sampling error can be magnified by deterministic social D. S. Wilson and E. O. Wilson 9 interactions into larger differences, upon which natural selection can act (16, 17) . An example is a recent simulation model on the kind of social signaling and population regulation envisioned by Wynne-Edwards (18) . polymer is expensive to produce, which means that nonproducing "cheaters" have the highest relative fitness within the group. As they spread, the mat deteriorates and eventually sinks to the bottom. WS is maintained in the total population by between-group selection, despite its selective disadvantage within groups, exactly as envisioned by multilevel selection theory (26) .
Another microbial example involves the K12 strain of E. coli, which stops reproducing before entirely depleting its growth substrate, enabling prolonged survival under scarce resource conditions. This "prudent" strategy is vulnerable to exploitation by mutants designated by the acronym GASP The final step in eusocial evolution is for traits to evolve that suppress the opportunities for selection within groups, enabling between-group selection to become the primary evolutionary force. Reproductive division of labor is one effective mechanism, similar to the germ and somatic cells of multi-cellular organisms (42 Fall, and Resurrection of Group Selection (46) ," but the real need is for practicing sociobiologists to arrive at a new consensus based on the many developments that have taken place during the last four decades.
Achieving a new consensus is simpler than it might seem, once we realize that researchers for the most part have always accepted multilevel selection as a theoretical framework. There was universal agreement that group-level adaptations require a process of group-level selection and are often opposed by within-group selection. It was only the additional claim that group selection is invariably weak that turned multilevel selection theory into the theory of individual selection. Early writers such as Williams and
Hamilton themselves easily reverted back to multilevel selection when they became convinced that group selection might be a significant evolutionary force after all. It is time for the field as a whole to follow suit. The fact that all evolutionary theories of social behavior must assume the existence of multiple groups (defined by particular traits and analyzed consistently by the logic of multilevel selection) is a major conceptual simplification that should be welcomed rather than resisted.
When Rabbi Hillel was asked to explain the Torah in the time that he could stand on one foot, he famously replied "Do not do unto others that which is repugnant to you.
Everything else is commentary." Darwin's original insight and the developments reviewed in this article enable us to D. S. Wilson and E. O. Wilson 27 offer the following one-foot summary of sociobiology's new theoretical foundation: "Selfishness beats altruism within groups. Altruistic groups beat selfish groups. Everything else is commentary."
